
Are you ready to … 
| Decrease A/R Days? 
| Reduce the cost of collecting insurance payment?
| Simplify claim denial follow-up?
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TIMS A/R COLLECTIONS WORKLIST 
A/R, CLAIM DENIAL MANAGEMENT AND APPEAL PACKETS – ALL INCLUSIVE
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Want to learn more?  
Contact Gail Turner…

The TIMS A/R Collections Worklists 
software is a single, all-in-one 
application that helps you do it all.

Create a variety of custom-defined, real-time, 
interactive worklists for your A/R and Collections 
teams to work

Use rules or combinations of rules to target
 | Claim denials of 10 days old

 | A/R approaching timely filing deadline 

 | A/R over 90 days old

 | A/R with unapplied payments

 | And, much more

Filter and sort each worklist to focus in on
 | Specific payer like Medicare or group of payers like 

Blue Cross

 | Groups of patients by last name

 | Store or branch where the original A/R was 
  generated

 | HCPCS or date of service

Dynamic – Worklists change as you work them 
leaving remaining non-worked items
 | Search and filter to work the most important 

items first

Then the new TIMS A/R Collections Worklist Application is the right tool for you.  

| Reduce write-offs?
| And, stop printing and managing static reports 

and spreadsheets that are outdated once they 
are generated?

 | Take actions like resubmitting claims and transferring 
A/R, plus add notes as needed

 | Schedule follow-up tasks for yourself or others like 
when the patient’s insurance has changed

 | Create forms to send to payers or patients including 
appeal packets with attachments including copies   
of the hardcopy claim, EOB and any document stored 
in TIMS Imaging

Comprehensive – Research tools are at your 
fingertips as well as access to the history of  
each claim.  

Visibility – as actions are taken and logged providing 
management the means to understand collection  
efforts and related results.  Use TIMS Data Cube  
reports to measure and monitor A/R collection 
efforts  and set goals.

“A/R collections appears to be an excellent tool.  
The ability to create worksheets on the fly with real time 
data, follow up reminders,  and much more is amazing.”
Missy Cross, VP Homecare Division, O.E. Meyer, Co




